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Every industrial malfunction caused or exacerbated by human error, lack 
of adequate skills, procedural flaws, or the- faulty implementation of design 
specifications is a cause for concern. .1t shoinid be an incentive for a serious 
search, for a more efficient and strict Rlaagemrnt of human resources.  

Events -- such as the one at Three Mile Island and this latest occurance 
at Indian Point 2 - indicate repeatedly that the goal of safe operation in 
the domain of applied nuclear technologies has been maintained despite occasional 
troubles caused or accentuated by human shortcomings.  

Judging from the facts brought to light during the NRC's November 5 
hearing on Indian Point, it is SE2' s.:contention that inexact execution of 
fundamentally sound design criteria compounded by procedural mismanagement and 
uncertainties may have led to the problems encountered at the Indian Point 2 
plant. SE2 notes, with considerable satisfaction that in all past instances 
of man-magnified difficulies, soundness of design (despite the possible flaws 
in detailed execution) helped the nuclear devices to perform far beyond their 
rated specifications. (With the added experience from Three Mile Island, one 
can extrapolate that even the earlier Browns Ferry man-made difficulty was 
much less critical than described in some more pessimistic assessments). SE2, 
therefore applauds efforts which seek to better the accurate execution of 
design specifications as well as the institutional and human performance in 
the day-by-day operation of our nuclear power plants.  

It is worth repeating that it is an experiential fact that, despite 
transient problems, the basic the design of nuclear power plants and the 
hardware implaced in them have combined to serve the public as well as could 
be most optimistically expected. On the other. hand, past events indicate that 
human performance has not always measured up to par. Clearly, we need a 
tightened operational supervision .withih the industry and a deliberate emphasis 
on individual responsiaility. With this added improvement on the human level, 
nuclear power will even. further improve on its current, already excellent,' 
standing in the risk-benefit analyses comparing the nuclear option with the 
various other sources of energy. 
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